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Race 1
3 Pretty Owl 5/2

24

1

2 Summer Luck 7/5***

35

3 Santino 3/1

4

65

6 Restless Rider 7/2

7

354

7 Lost

1

624

7 Killay ***9/5

1

3 24

8 Take the Count 6/1

1

72 465

5 Sapphire Jubilee 7/2

12 7 1

8 9 11 10

1 Union Obsession 5/1

42

8

Gimmicks

2nd off layoff been in Steve A barn now for a little while gets Lanerie has tactical speed should be a lot stronger
this time but the race seems to be between the 234 here I wouldn’t look ant=y further maybe the 1 but just cant
see that trainer too much but horse has a chance

spread

P5 235 w 3456 w 43567 w 3 w
137

OK today is finally the day for this filly who just doesn’t wantto win the numbers have been consistent just doesn’t
seem to want to win today numbers are a lot higher the 5 is speed and has some improving to do one of these
235 are the ones

spread

P3 34 w 67 w 3

On class and speed figs the 3 seems to be the one here but you have to actually trust this horse which is hard to
do w this rider too there is loads of cheap speed in here she will run a 66 ish number the 4 is speed the 5 is speed
6 will come late if at all , will the 3 finally break thru I think so

spread

Was told NO on Baltas just this
morning

Torn between the top 3 here the Baltas why is she here? She got decent works the Steve A also working OK but
the price tag and works don’t seem to be special and the 6 Distorted Humor solid works got BJ then u get the ones
that have run before spread out unless we get other info

spread

P5 17 w 17 w 1278 w ALL w 124

With scratch we move up the 7 and 1

attack

P4 17 w 18 w ALL w 124

So we have some cheap speed here like the 24 that will go early the 8 will dance for a few min too then you got
the real running and the 1 and 3 will come both have experience and high number BUT then u have to deal w the
7 YES she just broke maiden but its a hot race she comes out of gets JL 2nd off the layoff one of these will win but
the 7 has a chance to actually be a stakes horse I think so we will try to find out today

attack

P3 18 w 157812 w 124

Everyone knows I am not a fan of Howard but the horse fits and drop in class is big the distance should fit him to
stalk and have big chance here the 1 is likely on rail for McPeek the 7 fits too but the IND form doesn’t hold well ,
the 1 may be the most likely winner on turnbackw top rider I will go 18 and try to get thru here

attack

3rd off the layoff drop in class likes to stalk gets decent rider in big field here where many can win gotta spread
out here but the 5 hasn’t seen claiming so gotta think the class puts her on wire the 12 is same deal but obviously
bad post the 1 7 both can win here too this is spread as deep as u can

spread

OK the 1 is a guess on a massive drop in class w the rail where Lanerie likes to be has some decent speed for a
route horse if she makes the lead it is over if she can stalk close still looks really tough at this low level the 4 is a
dropper too w big shot here and the 2 should make lead if u take those three I think u are safe

attack

56

P4 1234 w 235 w 3456 w 67,
1234 w 2 w 23456 w 34567
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Important Disclaimer: Wagering on horse racing is meant for entertainment purposes only. Wagering on horse races involves risk and therefore you should never wager more on a horse race than you can afford to lose. No guarantee* or warranty is expressed or implied and
the information contained herein is meant for recreational purposes only. This information is intended for adults of legal age in the jurisdiction where they are residing and using the information. This information is intended for individuals of legal wagering age.
Fatbaldguyracing or its principals take no responsibility for the use of this information or legality of this information.
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